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* A portion of this issue comprises the 2016-2017 Survey of Florida Cases Affecting Business Owners.

** A major portion of this issue comprises the student survey: Review of Selected 2017 California Legislation.

** ADMINISTRATIVE LAW **


** AGRICULTURE LAW **


Casandra Bellevue. Student article. GMOs, international law and indigenous peoples. 30 Pace Int’l L. Rev. 1-41 (2017).

** AIR AND SPACE LAW **


** ANIMAL LAW **

Stephen Schahrer. Note. First, let me take a selfie: should a monkey have copyrights to his own selfie? 12 Liberty U. L. Rev. 135-165 (2017).

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT


CIVIL RIGHTS, GENERALLY
For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of Law & Education


COMMERCIAL LAW

COMMUNICATIONS LAW


COMPARATIVE AND FOREIGN LAW
For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Cardozo Law Review
New Criminal Law Review
Pace International Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

Markus Gehrsitz. Speeding, punishment, and recidivism: evidence from a regression discontinuity design. 60 J.L. & Econ. 497-528 (2017).
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(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


CONFLICT OF LAWS


CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, GENERALLY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Cardozo Law Review
University of Richmond Law Review

Marc A. Greendorfer. Boycotting the boycotters: turnabout is fair play under the Commerce Clause and the unconstitutional conditions doctrine. 40 Campbell L. Rev. 29-69 (2018).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

CONTRACTS


COURTS


CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
New Criminal Law Review


Markus Gehsrtz. Speeding, punishment, and recidivism: evidence from a regression discontinuity design. 60 J.L. & Econ. 497-528 (2017).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW


ESTATES AND TRUSTS


EVIDENCE


FIRST AMENDMENT
Marc A. Greendorfer. Boycotting the boycotters: turnabout is fair play under the Commerce Clause and the unconstitutional conditions doctrine. 40 Campbell L. Rev. 29-69 (2018).


FOOD AND DRUG LAW

Casandia Bellevue. Student article. GMOs, international law and indigenous peoples. 30 Pace Int’l L. Rev. 1-41 (2017).

GENDER


HEALTH LAW AND POLICY

HUMAN RIGHTS LAW
For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Michigan Journal of International Law Syracuse Journal of International Law and Commerce


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

IMMIGRATION LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Michigan Journal of International Law


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


Henry Ordower. The expatriation tax, deferrals, mark to market, the Macomber conundrum and doubtful constitutionality. 15 Pitt. Tax Rev. 1-57 (2017).


INDIAN AND ABORIGINAL LAW


Casandia Bellevue. Student article. GMOs, international law and indigenous peoples. 30 Pace Int’l L. Rev. 1-41 (2017).


INFORMATION PRIVACY


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW


Alberto Galasso, Hong Luo. Tort reform and innovation. 60 J.L. & Econ. 385-412 (2017).


Stephen Schahrer. Note. First, let me take a selfie: should a monkey have copyrights to his own selfie? 12 Liberty U. L. Rev. 135-165 (2017).
INTERNATIONAL LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Harvard International Law Journal
Michigan Journal of International Law
New Criminal Law Review
Pace International Law Review
Syracuse Journal of International Law and Commerce


(JFor contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Cardozo Law Review
Syracuse Journal of International Law and Commerce


Marc A. Greendorfer. Boycotting the boycotters: turnabout is fair play under the Commerce Clause and the unconstitutional conditions doctrine. 40 Campbell L. Rev. 29-69 (2018).


(JFor contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

JUDGES


JURISDICTION


Henry Ordower. The expatriation tax, deferrals, mark to market, the Macomber conundrum and doubtful constitutionality. 15 Pitt. Tax Rev. 1-57 (2017).

JURISPRUDENCE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Cardozo Law Review


(JFor contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


JUVENILES

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of Law & Education


LABOR LAW


LAW AND SOCIETY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of Law & Economics
Marquette Benefits & Social Welfare Law Review


LAW ENFORCEMENT


LEGAL EDUCATION


LEGAL HISTORY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Campbell Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


LEGAL PROFESSION

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Campbell Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

LEGISLATION


MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
Alberto Galasso, Hong Luo. Tort reform and innovation. 60 J.L. & Econ. 385-412 (2017).


MILITARY, WAR, AND PEACE


MOTOR VEHICLES
Markus Gehrsitz. Speeding, punishment, and recidivism: evidence from a regression discontinuity design. 60 J.L. & Econ. 497-528 (2017).

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

OIL, GAS, AND MINERAL LAW

POLITICS
For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Cardozo Law Review University of Richmond Law Review

Marc A. Greendorfer. Boycotting the boycotters: turnabout is fair play under the Commerce Clause and the unconstitutional conditions doctrine. 40 Campbell L. Rev. 29-69 (2018).


For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.


For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.
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PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE


PRESIDENT/EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
University of Richmond Law Review

(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY

REMEDIES

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform

REPRODUCTION

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Boston University Journal of Science & Technology Law


Casandia Bellevue. Student article. GMOs, international law and indigenous peoples. 30 Pace Int’l L. Rev. 1-41 (2017).


SECOND AMENDMENT

SECURITIES LAW


SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENT


SEX CRIMES


SEXUAL ORIENTATION


SOCIAL WELFARE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Campbell Law Review Marquette Benefits & Social Welfare Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


SPORTS


STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW


SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES


TAX POLICY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Pittsburgh Tax Review

TAXATION—FEDERAL

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

Pittsburgh Tax Review


TAXATION—STATE AND LOCAL


TAXATION—TRANSNATIONAL


TERRORISM


TORTS


Alberto Galasso, Hong Luo. Tort reform and innovation. 60 J.L. & Econ. 385-412 (2017).


TRADE REGULATION


TRANSPORTATION LAW


WATER LAW


40 CAMPBELL LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, WINTER, 2018.


Marc A. Greendorfer. Boycotting the boycotters: turnabout is fair play under the Commerce Clause and the unconstitutional conditions doctrine. 40 Campbell L. Rev. 29-69 (2018).


**39 CARDozo LAW REVIEW, NO. 3, FEBRUARY, 2018.**


**66 DRAKE LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, PP. 1-252, 2018.**


**58 HARVARD INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL, NO. 2, SPRING, 2017.**


131 HARVARD LAW REVIEW, NO. 5, MARCH, 2018.


47 JOURNAL OF LAW & EDUCATION, NO. 1, WINTER, 2018.


Recent cases. Supreme Court. 47 J.L. & Educ. 135-140 (2018).

Recent cases. Lower federal courts and state courts; primary and secondary education; universities and other institutions. 47 J.L. & Educ. 141-151 (2018).


LaQuasha Combs. Student article. The importance of free speech on public campuses and the restriction of free speech on university campuses due to safety concerns. 47 J.L. & Educ. 169-175 (2018).


12 LIBERTY UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, FALL, 2017.


Stephen Schahrer. Note. First, let me take a selfie: should a monkey have copyrights to his own selfie? 12 Liberty U. L. Rev. 135-165 (2017).


19 MARQUETTE BENEFITS & SOCIAL WELFARE LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, FALL, 2017.


21 NEW CRIMINAL LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, WINTER, 2018.


42 NOVA LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, FALL, 2017.


30 PACE INTERNATIONAL LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, WINTER, 2017.

Casandia Bellevue. Student article. GMOs, international law and indigenous peoples. 30 Pace Int’l L. Rev. 1-41 (2017).


15 PITTSBURGH TAX REVIEW, NO. 1, FALL, 2017.

Henry Ordower. The expatriation tax, deferrals, mark to market, the Macomber conundrum and doubtful constitutionality. 15 Pitt. Tax Rev. 1-57 (2017).


70 STANFORD LAW REVIEW, NO. 2, FEBRUARY, 2018.


52 UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND LAW REVIEW, NO. 3, MARCH, 2018.


Tyler Wood Note from the Chief Legislation Editor. 49 U. Pac. L. Rev. unpaged (2018).


104 VIRGINIA LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, MARCH, 2018.


Due to individual publisher uploading practices, links may not yet be active. Check with your local law library about how you can get access.